
BOOKS OF INTEREST 
 

THE ARD (Individual Education Plan): 
 
Crucial Conversations, Patterson, Grenny, McMillan and Switzler.  Although not written 
specifically for the special education process, this book provides some useful insight into how to 
have crucial conversations to negotiate difficult topics. 
 
From Emotion to Advocacy, Pam and Pete Wright. In this comprehensive, easy-to-read book, 
you will learn your child's disability and educational needs, how to create a simple method for 
organizing your child's file and devising a master plan for your child's special education. You will 
understand parent-school conflict, how to create paper trails and effective letter writing.  
 
Negotiating the Special Education Maze: A Guide for Parents and Teachers, Winfred, Anderson 
and Chitwood.  This is one of the best tools for developing an effective education program for 
your child. 
 
Parents and Professionals Partnering for Children with Disabilities, Janice Fialka.  Written from 
both the parent’s and the professional’s points of view(she is both), this book draws upon the 
metaphor of dance to highlight the essential partnership between teachers, administrators, 
support staff, and parents of children with disabilities. Rich with humor and heart, the book 
offers helpful steps for self reflection, personnel preparation, and parent-professional training. 
Key features include: 

● Practical insights and evidence-based approaches to forming partnerships 
● Easy-to-read, non-technical language that speaks to both the heart and the mind 
● Sample letters, conversations, and other forms of communication between 

professionals and parents 
● Effective ways to handle difficult situations 

Janice has other books of interest also. 
 
Parent Handbook for Special Education, Education Service Center. This handbook is intended 
to give parents a basic grounding in the special education process and the use of collaborative 
strategies and facilitation skills and techniques to improve that process. The goal is to give 
parents tips, tools, tactics, and educator perspective—all of which will enhance collaboration 
with the school team. This is not a book for sale, but you can download it from this link.  It is 
easy to use and full of useful information.  
 
  

https://www4.esc13.net/uploads/facilitatingIEPs/docs/SPED_Parent_Handbook.October2014.pdf


BEHAVIOR: 
 
Executive Skills in Children and Adolescents: A Practical guide to Assessment and Intervention, 
Dawson and Guare.  In clear, step-by-step detail, this highly practical manual provides a 
research-based framework for strengthening executive functioning in children and adolescents. 
The book explains how executive skills develop in children and are used in everyday life--from 
the self-regulation required for responsible behavior to the planning and initiation abilities 
needed to complete homework on time. 
 
Parenting with Love and Logic, Cline and Fay.  This parenting book shows you how to raise 
self-confident, motivated children who are ready for the real world.  Learn how to parent 
effectively while teaching your children responsibility and growing their character.  Establish 
healthy control through easy-to-implement steps without anger, threats, nagging or power 
struggles.  
 
Supporting Positive Behavior in Children and Teens with Down Syndrome:  The Respond but 
Don’t React Method, David Stein.  Common behavior issues in children with Down syndrome 
can quickly become engrained and may even persist into adulthood. Parents are in a better 
position to change and manage their child's behavior using these guiding principles: Be 
proactive, not reactive; Be consistent; Use visual schedules & Social Stories to direct behavior; 
Develop a token reward chart; Keep gut reactions in check; Teach siblings to ignore bad 
behavior; Learn effective disciplinary techniques; Know when professional help is needed.  
 
COMMUNICATION: 
 
Classroom Language Skills for Children with Down Syndrome, Libby Kumin.  The book covers 
every aspect of a child's language needs in school from kindergarten- age through early 
adolescence. Early chapters provide an overview of the characteristic communication problems 
associated with Down syndrome, their underlying causes, and how they can affect a child in 
school.  
 
Communication Skills in Children with Down Syndrome, Libby Kumin.  The book focuses on 
speech and language development from birth through the stage of making 3-word phrases, 
which is often around kindergarten age, but can occur later. This book offers parents a wealth of 
information on intelligibility issues, hearing loss, apraxia (difficulty planning oral-motor 
movements), and other factors that affect communication for children with Down syndrome. 
 
Early Communication Skills in Children with Down Syndrome, Libby Kumin.  Kumin draws on 
her vast experience to show parents how they can support and encourage their child's speech 
and language development from birth to age 6 (or when a child can form 2- to 3- word 
sentences).  Sharing her professional expertise in parent-friendly terms, specific examples of 
difficulties and successes are used to  illustrate the concepts behind speech and language 



development and the latest research supporting current early intervention and preschool 
approaches that can be used at home and in schools. 
 
Social Skills Picture Book for High School and Beyond, Jed Baker.  This picture book appeals to 
visual learners, with color photos of students demonstrating various social skills in the correct 
(and sometimes incorrect) way. The skills depicted are meant to be read, role-played, corrected 
when necessary, role-played some more and, finally, to be practiced by the student in real-life 
social situations.  
 
Visual Strategies for Improving Communication:  Practical Supports for School and Home, Linda 
Hodgon.  This bestseller is the most comprehensive book to explain the use of visual strategies 
to improve communication for students who experience moderate to severe communication 
impairments. It is full of easy to use techniques and strategies that will help these students 
participate more effectively in social interactions and life routines. It contains dozens of visual 
supports that are beautifully illustrated and described. An exceptional collection of practical 
ideas and techniques filled with creative strategies for improving the behavior and 
communication.  
 
INCLUSION: 
 
Don’t We Already Do Inclusion?, Paula Kluth. A lively, practical and engaging how-to book on 
creating inclusion. Her focus is on all of us, teachers, staff, principals, district and community 
members, reminding us that inclusion, as with all social justice, is about joint action and 
commitment. Tons of practical ideas and examples presented. 
 
It’s More Than “Just Being In” :  Creating Authentic Inclusion for Students with Complex Support 
Needs, Cheryl Jorgensen, Paula Kluth. For students with disabilities, including those with 
complex support needs, inclusion means more than just physical presence in a classroom—it 
means valued membership and full participation in a general education classroom and the 
school community. This book is your school team's practical blueprint for making authentic 
inclusion happen in K–12 classrooms. 
 
INDEPENDENCE: 
 
The Down Syndrome Transition Handbook:  Charting Your Child’s Course to Adulthood, JoAnn 
Simons.  The Down Syndrome Transition Handbook helps parents prepare their child for 
independent adult life. It's full of practical tips and step-by-step instructions to help families 
envision their child's future, develop a transition plan, and implement it. It considers everything 
families need to know. 

Explore Personal Care, Attainment Company, Grades 6 -12. Adolescents develop independent 
personal care routines by following visual step-by-step activities.  



Home Cooking, Attainment Company.  Step-by-step book for nonreaders. 
 
Look n Cook, Attainment Company.  Covers kitchen safety, cooking techniques and nutrition 
including a DVD with video modeling, picture and color-coded support for recipes. 
Note:  Attainment Company has a wide variety of very visual products to help students become 
more independent.  
 
Steps to Independence:  Teaching Everyday Skills to Children with Special Needs, Baker and 
Brightman. Step-by-step guide has teaching tips and an expanded section on behavior problem 
management. This friendly, accessible book brings you sample activities, case examples, skills 
inventories, and cartoon illustrations to make teaching - and learning - easier.  
 
Taking Care of Myself, Wrobel.  Winner of an iParenting Media Award! Through simple stories 
Mary Wrobel teaches exactly what to say and not say, and shows how you can create helpful 
stories of your own. Mary addresses hygiene, modesty, body growth and development, 
menstruation, touching, personal safety, and more. Young students can benefit from self-care 
skills such as using the toilet, brushing teeth, and washing hands. Teaching should begin at age 
3. 
 
Teaching Children with Down Syndrome about Their Bodies, Boundaries, and Sexuality, Terri 
Couwenhoven.  The author blends factual information and practical ideas for teaching children 
with Down syndrome about their bodies, puberty, and sexuality. In an easy-to-read, non-clinical 
style, the book covers relevant issues and concerns for children of all ages. Each chapter 
highlights important points with key messages, teaching activities, parental pauses, and 
anecdotes, all of which prompt readers to stop and consider concepts or values associated with 
a particular topic. 
 
MATH: 
 
Teaching Math to People with Down Syndrome, Horstmeier.  Written in a straightforward and 
user-friendly style, it provides strategies and activities that are relevant to daily living, are 
concrete and practical, offer hands-on practice, and are challenging without being frustrating. 
 
MOTOR SKILLS: 
 
Fine Motor Skills for Children with Down Syndrome, Bruni.  Bruni describes how the 
characteristics of Down syndrome can impact the acquisition and progression of fine motor 
skills. She presents a thorough overview of the building blocks of fine motor development, from 
infancy through to adulthood: Early arm and hand control; Stability; Bilateral coordination; 
Sensation; and Dexterity. Use the book's step-by-step activities to build daily living skills for 
home and school. 
 

https://www.attainmentcompany.com/


Gross Motor Skills for Children with Down Syndrome, Winders.  In parent-friendly language, the 
author explains the many physiological reasons that children with Down syndrome experience 
delays in their gross motor development and presents a physical therapy treatment plan from 
birth to age 6. Over 200 photos accompany step-by-step instructions to help readers assess a 
child's gross motor readiness and teach skills for head control, sitting, crawling, standing, 
walking, using stairs, running, kicking and jumping. 
 
READING: 
 
Teaching Reading to Children with Down Syndrome, Oelwein. This guide presents a nationally 
recognized reading program for children with Down syndrome that can be used to effectively 
meet a child's unique learning needs and style. This step-by-step guide to reading allows 
parents to work with their child at home. Now includes a CD-ROM of all the visual supports.  
 
Try Reading Again:  How to Motivate and Teach Older Beginners, Horstmeier.  Do you know a 
struggling reader who has given up trying? Try reading again! This book can help turn older 
beginning readers into first-time readers or significantly improve their reading abilities. Veteran 
special educator, tutor, and parent, DeAnna Horstmeier presents a savvy approach tailored to 
the interests and vocabulary of upper-elementary, middle, high school, or adult beginning 
readers so as not to frustrate or embarrass them with materials written for very young kids. A 
CD Rom is included. 
 
Whole Child Reading: A Quick-Start Guide to Teaching Students with Down Syndrome and 
Other Developmental Delays, Natalie Hale.  The simple strategies described are designed to 
"teach to the brain" and are based on research about how we learn most easily and naturally. 
The methods in the book can be adapted for learners of any age who are reading at a third 
grade level or below. The crux of the instructional method described in the book is to teach the 
child to sight read for content before focusing on phonetics. The book emphasises providing 
new or struggling readers with books that are intensely interesting to them about topics they 
love. 


